SHORELINE SUBSTANTIAL DEVELOPMENT PERMIT/
SHORELINE ADMINISTRATIVE CONDITIONAL
USE PERMIT:
PHAM-CHAN SINGLE-USER DOCK

APPLICATION NUMBERS: 979481, 979482, 979483, 979484
PARCEL NUMBER: 4995000400

Slideshow prepared by Pierce County Planning & Public Works Department. Unless otherwise note, ground photos taken on March 23, 2022, by Ty Booth (Planner)

March 23, 2022 – Gig Harbor Peninsula Land Use Advisory Commission
Proposal Cross Section

- ENVIRODUFF™ DOCK SYSTEM
- 8'x0.322 HDG STEEL PIER PILE
- 10'x0.365 HDG STEEL FLOAT PILE
- RPL DECKING
- FIBERGLASS GRATING

- DEPTHS ARE AN ESTIMATE AND WILL BE VERIFIED AT A LATER DATE

- UPPER SHORE ZONE
- LOWER SHORE ZONE

- 3'x40' ALUMINUM RAMP
QUESTIONS?

Ty Booth, Planner
253-798-3727 / ty.booth@piercecountywa.gov